A rotary scanning method to evaluate grooves and porosity for nerve guide conduits based on ultrasound microscopy.
Grooved nerve guide conduits (NGCs) have been effective in the clinical treatment of peripheral nerve injury. They are generally fabricated from a micro-structured spinneret using a spinning process, which easily can cause a variety of pores and morphological deviation. The topography of internal grooves as well as the porosity can greatly influence the therapeutic effect. Traditional optical or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) methods can be used to image the grooves; however, these methods are destructive and require slicing NGCs to prepare specimens suitable for imaging. Moreover, lengthy experiments and large batches of NGCs are required to ensure reliable results from both in vitro experiments and clinical studies. In this paper, a non-destructive method for evaluating the grooves and porosity of NGCs is proposed using ultrasonic imaging combined with rotary scanning and an image analysis algorithm. Two ultrasonic methods were used: a 25-MHz point-focus ultrasonic transducer applied to observe axial cross sections of the conduits and a 100-MHz point-focus ultrasonic transducer to detect large pores caused by defects. Furthermore, a theoretical algorithm for detecting the local porosity of a conduit based on density is proposed. Herein, the proposed acoustic method and traditional optical methods are evaluated and compared. A parameter representing the specific surface area of the internal grooves is introduced and computed for both the optical and acoustic methods, and the relative errors of the computed parameter values for three different NGCs were 7.0%, 7.9%, and 15.3%. The detected location and shape of pores were consistent between the acoustic and optical methods, and greater porosity was observed in the middle of the conduit wall. In this paper, the results of the acoustic and optical methods are presented and the errors relating to the acoustic factors, device characteristics, and image processing method are further analyzed.